


Winter holidays vary by community, but all involve

light and changing light. This is a great thing for a

young child to notice and honor. The decorations,

stories, art supplies and other things in the classroom

may change to involve themes of light. We do not

introduce Santa or other mystical characters to the

children. The young child needs information that is

grounded in reality.  If a child brings this information

from home we address their statements with true and

brief acknowledgements. We share songs such as

"The Holly and the Ivy" or "Over the River and through

the Woods" or "A Chubby Little Snowman." Some

classrooms provide activities such as hanging

ornaments on a felt Christmas tree or playing with

dreidels, but this depends on the cultural makeup of

your community. Again, this is a concrete Practical

Life or Grace and Courtesy-based component of the

holiday, not an imaginative story.   

 

Birthdays are another event that holds meaning for

the adults in a child’s life, but very little meaning for

the newly 2-year-old. 
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We ask students to bring a gift of a new book to our

classroom and share it in a gathering. We sometimes

sing a happy birthday song but do not have a formal

birthday celebration. The young child does not mark

the passage of time this way. When they wake up from

a nap it is a brand new day, much less a whole trip

around the sun!

 

Throughout all cultural celebrations and holidays we

must consider the mind and needs of the young child.

We can help them to acknowledge and appreciate the

changing seasons and the changing natural world. We

can provide a stable and consistent routine in the

classroom during a potentially chaotic and stressful

time at home. Of course, we do not deny the existence

of holidays or tell the child not to discuss it at school.

By providing a consistent environment and routine, we

give the child space to process what they are

experiencing at home, and share their observations

and understanding of their families' culture in their own

time. The gift of time is the most important thing we

offer to children.


